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Veii 2019-02-01
reputed to be the richest city of etruria veii was one of the most important cities in the ancient mediterranean world it was
located ten miles northwest of rome and the two cities were alternately allied and at war for over three hundred years until veii
fell to rome in 396 bce although the city continued to be inhabited until the middle ages rediscovered in the seventeenth century
veii has undergone the longest continuous excavation of any of the etruscan cities the most complete volume on the city in
english veii presents the research and interpretations of multiple generations of etruscan scholars who are at the forefront of the
discipline their essays are grouped into four parts the first provides a general overview of archaeological excavation at veii and
discusses the different types of methodologies employed over the years the second part narrates the history of etruscan
occupation of the city and its role in the greater mediterranean world the third section examines the surviving material culture of
veii including pottery painting sculpture metalworking and architectural terracottas finally the legacy of veii is discussed and a
chronology of the site is presented this pioneering research offers all students of the ancient mediterranean a new
understanding of the development of veii and its territory from the late bronze age to the roman conquest as well as of the
interactions of veii with nearby sites and territories in central tyrrhenian italy

Giambattista Nolli and Rome 2013
otto preminger said the history of the cinema was divided into two eras one before and one after rome open city roma città
aperta 1945 the film is based on events that took place in rome in 1944 during the nazi occupation this book re examines the
film and its place in rossellini s career david forgacs reconstructs its production history its relationship to the events that inspired
it and the time in which it was made he argues that the traditional critical labelling of rome open city as the original work of neo
realism fails to capture the film s hybrid and contradictory character part documentary record part patriotic myth rome open city
is at once an extraordinarily powerful commemoration of wartime experience and a rhetorical reworking of that experience using
stereotypes and moral polarisations

Rome Open City (Roma Città Aperta) 2019-07-25
from the late fifteenth to the late seventeenth century rome was one of the most vibrant and productive centres for the visual
arts in the west artists from all over europe came to the city to see its classical remains and its celebrated contemporary art
works as well as for the opportunity to work for its many wealthy patrons they contributed to the eclecticism of the roman
artistic scene and to the diffusion of roman artistic styles in europe and beyond art and identity in early modern rome is the first
book length study to consider identity creation and artistic development in rome during this period drawing together an
international cast of key scholars in the field of renaissance studies the book adroitly demonstrates how the exceptional quality
of roman court and urban culture with its elected monarchy its large foreign population and unique sense of civic identity
interacted with developments in the visual arts with its distinctive chronological span and uniquely interdisciplinary approach art
and identity in early modern rome puts forward an alternative history of the visual arts in early modern rome one that questions
traditional periodisation and stylistic categorisation

Art and Identity in Early Modern Rome 2017-07-05
this book tells the story of the del riccio family in florence in the early modern period investigating the cultural mediations
fostered by the family between florence rome and naples as well as shedding light on the intellectual and social exchanges
between different regions of italy and on the creation of foreign nations within the main italian cities these social and cultural
dimensions are further explored through the study of the obsessive persistence of the family s relationship with michelangelo
buonarroti exhibited both publicly in the florentine and neapolitan family chapels and privately in their homes the main
achievement of this study is to move the focus from the ruling power the medici family and the immediate members of their
court to a florentine middle class family and its social mobility this shift from the conventional narrative to a distributed
microhistory is fundamental to better assess the use of images and artworks in early modern florence and abroad the aesthetic
and stylistic choices in the use of art and art display made by the del riccio reveal a deep awareness of the substantial
differences in taste and meaning between different cities of the italian peninsula the book will be of interest to scholars working
in art history visual culture and renaissance studies

Grande collezione storica 1833
the italian cinema book is an essential guide to the most important historical aesthetic and cultural aspects of italian cinema
from 1895 to the present day with contributions from 39 leading international scholars the book is structured around six
chronologically organised sections the silent era 1895 22 the birth of the talkies and the fascist era 1922 45 postwar cinematic
culture 1945 59 the golden age of italian cinema 1960 80 an age of crisis transition and consolidation 1981 to the present new
directions in critical approaches to italian cinema acutely aware of the contemporary rethinking of italian cinema history peter
bondanella has brought together a diverse range of essays which represent the cutting edge of italian film theory and criticism
this provocative collection will provide the film student scholar or enthusiast with a comprehensive understanding of the major
developments in what might be called twentieth century italy s greatest and most original art form

A Patron Family Between Renaissance Florence, Rome, and Naples
2022-04-19
franco albini s works of architecture and design produced between 1930 and 1977 have enjoyed a recent revival but to date
have received only sporadic scholarly attention from historians and critics of the modern movement a chorus of italian voices
has sung his praises none more eloquently than his protégé renzo piano kay bea jones illuminating study of selected works by
studio albini will reintroduce his contributions to one of the most productive periods in italian design albini emerged from the
ideology of rationalism to produce some of italy s most coherent and poetic examples of modern design he collaborated for over
25 years with franca helg and at a time when professional male female partnerships were virtually unknown his museums and
installation motifs changed the way italians displayed historic artifacts he composed novel suspension structures for dwellings
shops galleries and his signature ina pavilions where levity and gravity became symbolic devices for connoting his subjects albini
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clarified the vital role of tradition in modern architecture as he experimented with domestic space his cohort defied ciam
ideologies to re socialize postwar housing and speculate on ways of reviving italian cities he explored new fabrication
technologies from the scale of furniture to wide span steel structures yet he never abandoned the rigors of craft and detail in
favor of mass production suspending modernity follows the evolution of albini s most important buildings and projects even as
they reveal his apprehensive attitudes about the modern condition jones argues here that albini s masterful use of materials and
architectural expression mark an epic paradigm shift in the modern period

The Italian Cinema Book 2019-07-25
drawing on documentary sources and archaeological evidence this book offers a socio economic history of elite villas in roman
central italy and brings a new perspective to the debate on the slave based villa system and the crisis of italian villas in the
imperial period

Suspending Modernity: The Architecture of Franco Albini 2016-04-01
winner of the 2011 bainton prize for reference works a companion to early modern rome 1492 1692 edited by pamela m jones
barbara wisch and simon ditchfield is a unique multidisciplinary study offering innovative analyses of a wide range of topics the
30 chapters critique past and recent scholarship and identify new avenues for research

Roman Villas in Central Italy 2007-08-31
sebastiano del piombo c 1485 1547 was a close associate and rival of the central artistic figures of the high renaissance notably
michelangelo and raphael after the death of raphael and the departure of michelangelo from rome sebastiano became the
dominant artistic personality in the city despite being one of most significant artistic figures of the period he remains the last
artist of major importance in the western canon about whom no recent work has been published in english in this study piers
baker bates approaches sebastiano s career through analysis of the patrons he attracted following his arrival at rome the first
half of the book concentrates on sebastiano s network of patrons predominantly italian who had strong factional ties to the
imperial camp the second half discusses sebastiano s relationship with his principal spanish patrons sebastiano is a leading
example of a transcultural artist in the sixteenth century and his relationship with spain was fundamental to the development of
his careerthe author investigates the domination of sebastiano s career by patrons who had geographically different origins but
who were all were members of a wider network of imperial loyalties thus baker bates removes sebastiano from the shadow of his
contemporaries bringing him to life for the reader as an artistic personality in his own right baker bates characterization of the
rome in which sebastiano made his career differs from previous scholarly accounts and he describes how sebastiano was ideally
suited to flourish in the environment he depicts sebastiano del piombo and the world of spanish rome thus re appraises not only
sebastiano s place in the canon of renaissance art but using him as a lens also the cultural worlds of early modern italy and
spain in which he operated

A Companion to Early Modern Rome, 1492–1692 2019-02-04
this book seeks to place halbwachs in his historical and intellectual context showing that his work was sensitive to the events of
his time and that the development of his analysis could be influenced by happenstance the book does this not by summarizing
or synthesizing his thinking by the growing literature embodied by many sociologists and historians of social sciences published
for the most part in scientific journals that focus on the sociological thought that halbwachs developed in his writings then come
many studies that emerge from the history of ideas and epistemology these are entirely devoted to a particular facet of
halbwachs work either to place it in its scientific context or to discuss it on the basis of fundamental cognitive issues

A Journal of the Most Remarkable Occurrences that Took Place in Rome
1799
drawing on rich archival research and focusing on works by leading artists including guido reni and gian lorenzo bernini karen j
lloyd demonstrates that cardinal nephews in seventeenth century rome those nephews who were raised to the cardinalate as
princes of the church used the arts to cultivate more than splendid social status through politically savvy frescos and emotionally
evocative displays of paintings sculptures and curiosities cardinal nephews aimed to define nepotism as good catholic rule their
commissions took advantage of their unique position close to the pope embedding the defense of their role into the physical
fabric of authority from the storied vaults of the vatican palace to the sensuous garden villas that fused business and pleasure in
the eternal city this book uncovers how cardinal nephews crafted a seductively potent dialogue on the nature of power fuelling
the development of innovative visual forms that championed themselves as the indispensable heart of papal politics the book
will be of interest to scholars working in art history early modern studies religious history and political history

Sebastiano del Piombo and the World of Spanish Rome 2017-07-05
space and time have been key concepts of investigation in the humanities in recent years in the field of classics in particular
they have led to the fresh appraisal of genres such as epic historiography the novel and biography by enabling a close focus on
how ancient texts invest their representations of space and time with a variety of symbolic and cultural meanings this collection
of essays by a team of international scholars seeks to make a contribution to this rich interdisciplinary field by exploring how
space and time are perceived linguistically codified and portrayed in the biographical and philosophical work of plutarch of
chaeronea 1st 2nd centuries ce the volume s aim is to show how philological approaches in conjunction with socio cultural
readings can shed light on plutarch s spatial terminology and clarify his conceptions of time especially in terms of the ways in
which he situates himself in his era s fascination with the past the volume s intended readership includes classicists intellectual
and cultural historians and scholars whose field of expertise embraces theoretical study of space and time along with the
linguistic strategies used to portray them in literary or historical texts
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The Anthem Companion to Maurice Halbwachs 2021-07-06
not to be confused with the english football hooligan the ultras are the hardcore subculture of fans at the two main rome football
clubs as roma and ss lazio with neo fascist sympathies these groups the boys at roma and the irriducibili at lazio are political and
well organised following years of work inside the groups and interviews with the leading figures within the organisations gary
armstrong and alberto testa have written a fascinating expose and examination of the ultras football fascism and fandom is a
unique and terrifying study of a group that has not been examined in depth before now

Art, Patronage, and Nepotism in Early Modern Rome 2022-08-19
this book analyses the developments in critical reasoning that transformed the conception of tradition authority knowledge and
power in the late republic

The Literary Policy of the Church of Rome Exhibited 1830
a study of an important work by the italian writer vincenzo gramigna dedicated to the quarrel between the ancients and the
moderns that tore the seventeenth century apart filippo salvatore teaches at concordia university guernica editions

The Literary Policy of Rome Exhibited in an Account of Her Damnatory
Catalogus Or Indexes Etc. 2. Edition Much Enlarged 1830
this book examines the historical process that led to the foundation of the italian republic and its constitution viewed through the
personal experiences and political reflections of adriano olivetti between 1919 and 1960 general manager and president of the
well known typewriter manufacturer ing c olivetti c an unbroken line of reasoning linked his maturing political reflections during
the two post war periods the historical context of the 1950s did not prove to be very propitious but the guidelines dispersed
throughout the italian cultural and political world from the movement that olivetti founded were certainly seminal generating a
legacy of ideas that has only in part been recognized what makes this study distinctive is the original approach to reading the
history of italy through adriano olivetti s eyes and thoughts far from the more common christian democratic or communist
perspective of those years it is simply another view of what the italian republic could be and was not

The Literary Policy of the Church of Rome Exhibited in an Account of Her
Damnatory Catalogues Or Indexes Both Prohibitory and Expurgatory; with
... Extracts Anecdotes, and Remarks ... Second Edition, Much Enlarged 1830
this book argues that republican rome and its component buildings were inextricably intertwined with government which they
perpetuated and challenged

Space, Time and Language in Plutarch 2017-10-10
from the days of the emperor augustus 27 b c a d 14 the emperor and his court had a quintessential position within the roman
empire it is therefore clear that when the impact of the roman empire is analysed the impact of the emperor and those
surrounding him is a central issue the study of the representation and perception of roman imperial power is a multifaceted area
of research which greatly helps our understanding of roman society in its successive parts this volume focuses on 1 the
representation and perception of roman imperial power through particular media literary texts inscriptions coins monuments
ornaments and insignia but also nicknames and death bed scenes 2 the representation and perception of roman imperial power
in the city of rome and the various provinces 3 the representation of power by individual emperors

Metropolis 2013-11-21
conspiracy has been a political phenomenon throughout history relevant to any form of power from antiquity to the post modern
era this means of resistance against power was prevalent during the renaissance and the italian fifteenth century in particular
can be regarded as an age of plots this book offers the first full length investigation of italian renaissance literature on the topic
of conspiracy this literature covered a range of different genres and it enjoyed widespread diffusion during the second half of the
fifteenth century when the development of this literary production was connected with the affirmation of centralized political
thought and princely ideology in italian states the centrality of conspiracies also emerges in the sixteenth century in machiavelli
s work where the topic is closely interlaced with problems of building political consensus and management of power this volume
presents case studies of the most significant humanist texts representative of different states literary genres and of prominent
authors alberti poliziano pontano and minor yet important literati and it also investigates machiavelli s political and historical
works through interdisciplinary analysis this study traces the evolution of literature on plots in early renaissance italy it points
out the key function of the classical tradition and the recurring narrative approaches the historiographical techniques and the
ideological angles that characterize the literary transfiguration of the topic this volume also offers a reconsideration of the
complex facets of humanist political literature that played a crucial role in the development of a new theory of statecraft

Football, Fascism and Fandom 2012-09-06
at the turn of the fifteenth century rome was a city in transitionparts ancient medieval and modern pagan and christianand as it
emerged from its medieval decline through the return of papal power and the onset of the renaissance its portrayals in print
transformed as well jessica maier s book explores the history of the roman city portrait genre during the rise of renaissance print
culture she illustrates how the maps of this era helped to promote the city to educate and to facilitate armchair exploration and
what they reveal about how the people of rome viewed or otherwise imagined their city she also advances our understanding of
early modern cartography which embodies a delicate intentional balance between science and art the text is beautifully
illustrated with nearly 100 images of the genre a dozen of them in color
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The Birth of Critical Thinking in Republican Rome 2015-09-09
how do film and television makers around the world depict public housing why is public housing so often chosen as the backdrop
for drama horror social critique rebellion violence artistic creativity explorations of race relations and political intrigue home
screens answers these questions by examining the ways in which socialized housing projects around the world are represented
on screen the volume brings together a diverse group of interdisciplinary scholars who explore documentary and fictional
portrayals of the architecture of public housing and the communities that inhabit it ranging from the 1950s to the present
examining international film and media texts such as die architekten 1990 swagger 2016 cooley high 1975 mee pok man 1995
treme 2010 2013 mamma roma 1962 the pruitt igoe myth 2011 and below the lion rock 1972 1976 essays within this book
consider public and private attitudes toward socialised housing explaining how onscreen representations shape perceptions of
these ubiquitous often stigmatized urban locations

Kleine Beiträge zur klassischen Philologie, 2 voll. 1987
contents contenuti ethical leaders and leadership effectiveness the moderating role of individual differences in need for
cognitive closure leader etici ed efficacia della leadership il ruolo moderatore delle differenze individuali relative al bisogno di
chiusura cognitiva di antonio pierro giorgia nevigato clara amato daan van knippenberg le relazioni tra fratelli in famiglie con un
figlio adolescente o giovane adulto con autismo una indagine qualitativa sibling relationships in families with an adolescent or
young adult with autism spectrum disorder a qualitative survey di fiorenzo laghi alexandra gradilone la misura della job
insecurity revisione della scala di chirumbolo et al 2015 the measurement of job insecurity a revision of chirumbolo et al 2015
scale di greta castellini edoardo lozza cinzia castiglioni antonio chirumbolo la supervisione come strumento per promuovere
recovery una esperienza in un centro diurno super vision as a tool to promote recovery a case study in a day care center di
barbara cordella anna correale fabio massimo candidi motivazione al successo in atleti di Élite applicazione del 2x2 a
chievement goal framework nel nuoto achievement motivation in elite athletes application of 2x2 achievement goal framework
in swimming di beatrice bono stefano livi sante de sanctis e ludwig binswanger un carteggio inedito tra psicologia filosofia e
psichiatria sante de sanctis and ludwig binswanger a previously unpublished correspondence between psychology philosophy
and psychiatry di elisabetta cicciola giovanni pietro lombardo aurelio molaro

Antichi E Moderni in Italia Nel Seicento 2021-07-12
during the sixteenth century antiquarian studies the study of the material past comprising modern archaeology epigraphy and
numismatics rose in europe in parallel to the technical development of the printing press some humanists continued to prefer
the manuscript form to disseminate their findings as numerous fair copies of sylloges and treatises attest but slowly the printed
medium grew in popularity with its obvious advantages but also its many challenges as antiquarian printed works appeared the
relationship between manuscript and printed sources also became less linear printed copies of earlier works were annotated to
serve as a means of research and printed works could be copied by hand partially or even completely this book explores how
antiquarian literature collections of inscriptions treatises letters developed throughout the sixteenth century both in manuscript
and in print how both media interacted with each other and how these printed antiquarian works were received as attested by
the manuscript annotations left by their early modern owners and readers

Towards and Beyond the Italian Republic 1962
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